Fitness to Practise Committee – 13 October 2011
CHRE learning points
Executive summary and recommendations
Attached as an appendix to this paper is a report reviewing the learning points
developed by CHRE when reviewing final decisions of panels of the Conduct and
Competence Committee and of the Health Committee.
Decision
This paper is to note, no decision is required.
Background information
None
Resource implications
None
Financial implications
None
Appendices
Appendix One – CHRE Learning Points
Date of paper
3 October 2011

CHRE
E learning
g points
1 Intro
oduction
n
1.1

In
n accordan
nce with se
ection 29 o
of the NHS
S Reform and Health Care
Professionss Act 2002,, the Counccil for Healthcare Re
egulatory E
Excellence
(C
CHRE) can
n refer decisions mad
de by pane
els of HPC’s Conductt and
C
Competence Committtee is they feel that th
he decision
n reached is ‘unduly
le
enient’ or ‘u
under prosecuted’. Att the conclusion of alll final or reeview
he
earings, HPC hearing
gs officerss send out a copy of the
t decisioon to enable
C
CHRE to un
ndertake th
heir review . As part of
o this revie
ew, CHRE also issue
‘le
earning po
oints’ to aid regulatorss in improv
ving the quality of deccision mak
king
an
nd other asspects of the fitness to practise
e process.

1.2

This report summarise
s
es the type
es of learning points received
r
inn the period
A
April 2011 to
o August 2011,
2
and d
describes the actions
s taken by the
Executive to
o mitigate future
f
occu
urrences.

2 Proc
cess for receivin
ng and ha
andling learning
l
points
2.1

The Scrutiny and Qua
ality team a
at CHRE re
eview all su
ubstantive hearing
de
ecisions ta
aken by panels of the
e Conduct and
a Comp
petence andd Health
C
Committee. HPC take
e steps to e
ensure tha
at as far as
s is possiblee CHRE are
prrovided witth a copy of
o the decission on the
e concludin
ng day of tthe hearing
g
giiven the lim
mited time they have to review decisions. Additionaally, HPC
prroactively sends
s
to CHRE
C
a listt of concluded cases
s from the pprevious
w
week to asssist their re
eview proce
ess.

2.2

In
n some casses, CHRE
E will reque
est further information
n to aid in their
de
ecisions. A secure in
nternet-bassed data tra
ansfer porttal exists thhrough wh
hich
HPC can se
end sensitiv
ve materia
als, such as
s the trans
script of thee hearing, or
do
ocuments exhibited during
d
the proceedings.

2.3

C
CHRE use this
t
information to ra ise concerrns, ask forr clarificatioons or mak
ke
re
ecommend
dations to HPC
H
aboutt specific cases.
c
Cas
ses where there are
siignificant concerns
c
ca
an be form
mally challe
enged using the sectiion 29
egislation. There hav
ve been no
o such challenges in 2011.
le

2.4

O
On receipt of
o learning points , th
he Executiv
ve review then review
w each cas
se,
an
nd respond
d to CHRE
E. This allo
ows the op
pportunity to agree (oor not) with

the learning point, and to indicate any changes made to the system for
processing cases or support for hearing participants.
2.5

The Executive use the CHRE learning points as practical case studies for
the regular refresher training for panel members. This allows any learning
to be propagated across a wider number of panels. To further this effect
and achieve greater consistency, the learning points are also circulated to
all panel members where appropriate as part of the quarterly Panel member
newsletter.

3 Analysis of learning points since April 2011
3.1

The following table summarises the number of learning points received
since April 2011. The learning points cover cases that were heard by panels
between 9 September 2010 and 25 May 2011.

Date received
from CHRE
8 April 2011
13 May 2011
22 June 2011
1 August 2011
30 August 2011

Number of
Cases
affected
6
24
16
12
8

Number of
Registrants
affected
6
24
16
12
8

Total Number
of Learning
Points
6
37
28
17
12

Number of
Areas of
Concern
2
11
10
9
9

3.2

There is variation in the number of learning points received each month. So
far, each learning point has related to a case where there is only one
registrant involved.

3.3

Each case may have more than one learning point. The average to date is
20 individual learning points per month since April, but the numbers in June
and August suggest current practice is better than this average.

3.4

Some learning points are repeated across a number of cases, hence the
difference between the Total Number of Learning Points and the Number of
Areas of Concern. The average number of areas where learning points
apply is 9 per month.
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3.5

The following table summarises the areas to which learning points relate.

Learning point issue
Appropriateness of sanction/Alternate
sanction proposed
Lacking detail of remedial action or
insight
Too lenient
Insufficient detail in the published
decision
Insufficient detail for future reviewing
panel
Poor reasoning
Missing charges or poor drafting
Lacking or not utilising medical
evidence
Insufficient detail relating to
compliance with previous conditions
Confidentiality issues
Not applying indicative sanctions
Evidential issues
Not considering IO
Cause of impairment challenged
discontinuance issues
Other
Deal with by a single committee
Patient harm not referenced
Panel did not intervene in hostile
questioning

30‐Aug‐
11

01‐Aug‐11

22‐Jun‐11

13‐May‐
11

2

4

2

9

4

2

3
1

3
2

1

1

5

6

1

2
1
2

1
4

3
1
5

1

1

2

4
2

1

1

1

2

2
2
5

1
2

08‐Apr‐
11

2
1

1
2
1
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3.6

Total learning points received were: 6 in April, 37 in May, 28 in June, 17 on
1 August, and 12 on 30 August.

3.7

The number of distinct areas to which the learning points relate were: 4 in
April, 11 in May, 10 in June, 9 on 1 August and 9 on 30 August.
.

4 Emerging trends
4.1

There is broadly a decrease in the number of learning points issued each
month. HPC have performed similar levels of activity in each month, so it
can be concluded that the number of issues of concern to CHRE are
reducing. There is a trend in reduction of the numbers of learning points
within each category, suggesting that Panel training work is addressing the
most common issues, such as challenges to the imposed sanction, or the
level of detail in published decisions.

4.2

On a monthly basis, themes are evident in the learning points. These are
not always replicated in the following months, which may mean that the
actions that HPC are taking are having an impact, or that CHRE are
focusing on certain types of cases or concerns each month. Longer term
analysis will help to clarify this.

4.3

Lack of detail about the case is the most common learning point. This
relates to either the published decision, the remedial actions put forward in
evidence by the registrant, or making explicit what a future review panel
should expect to see as evidence.

4.4

CHRE also express concerns relating to the appropriateness of sanctions,
either in length of suspension, or the practicality of conditions imposed on
the registrant.

4.5

A final trend is the perceived lack of evidence for decisions. The main
concern relates to not calling for or using medical evidence in health related
cases, but there have also been concerns raised relating to the strength of
live evidence or reliance on hearsay evidence.

5 Actions as a result of the learning points
5.1

The Executive have responded to every learning point within 3 weeks of
receipt, detailing agreement or disagreement, and outlining the actions
taken as a response.

5.2

Training has been delivered to a range of Panel members on practical
examples of learning points. This has reinforced the additional training on
decision-making that has also been delivered. As the number of learning
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points is reducing, this suggests that the training and awareness is having
the appropriate effect.
5.3

The Practise Note Drafting Fitness to Practise Decisions was updated in
March 2011. It contains guidance on drafting style, what to include in a
decision and a conditions bank that covers frequently used statements from
conditions of practise cases to ensure consistency. This Practise Note will
continue to be reviewed in light of feedback from CHRE via the learning
points, and should also reduce future learning points if followed by Panels.
The use of, and changes to, Practise Notes is communicated to Panel
Members at refresher training, and via e mail updates.

5.4

The Executive conducts a regular audit of final hearing decisions. The third
and most recent audit covers the period 1 January to 31 August 2011. The
audit findings are being considered as a separate paper at the Fitness to
Practise Committee in October 2011 and are included in future quality
improvement works.

5.5

Training has been developed for Hearings Officers to ensure they
understand the types of concerns raised about decisions and how they are
viewed by external parties, and can raise concerns directly via the legal
assessor.

5.6

We have shared the learning points with our external legal investigators and
presenters to ensure future cases do not generate the same concerns
where possible.

6 Planned and future work
6.1

An annual report of learning points and actions taken will be presented to
FtP Committee.

6.2

As part of the development of a proportionate quality assurance system for
FtP, final decisions or outcomes of reviews for certain high risk cases will
be reviewed on completion of the case.

6.3

In 2012, following confirmation of the timing of the transfer order, FtP will
develop and carry out an assessment of risk for cases transferred from
General Social Care Council, by applying the types of learning points to this
new group of cases. A plan will be developed in summer 2012, once the
progress of the transfer order and the number of cases is known.

6.4

Continued use of learning points as part of the panel refresher and
induction programme, and wider circulation in the FtP quarterly newsletter.

7 Conclusion
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7.1

Learning points are useful to highlight specific aspects of system
performance and quality. The Executive will continue to work
collaboratively with CHRE to consider and respond to learning points, and
to summarise the trends that emerge.
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